
Said Fazhullah Wahidi: Thank you Mister Chairperson, to give me the opportunity for having some attention 
from you about situation in Afghanistan and the economy of my people and finally about the poverty in 
Afghanistan. First of all, we should now the reason of the poverty, and then we think about the solutions, how 
we can eradicate poverty in that area. The reason of poverty in my country is the long war; this is the reason of 
the long war in my country: Afghanistan before war was self-sufficient, at least in terms of food staff. But the 
war destroyed all the infrastructures in Afghanistan and damaged all the systems, mostly education. You know 
Afghanistan is a country nowadays, we have 7% educated people. And also for the economy situation like my 
sisters before mentioned about the women and that we are under top of this list how many children and 
women die everyday in Afghanistan, there due to health, water and other reasons? How we can improve and 
how we can share these informations? This is the reason why we are here. And how we can improve and how 
we can improve the education in Afghanistan? Because with 7% education, is very difficult to improve our 
economy. For this reason, we are here and we want to grow your attention to support my country for education 
more then everything else. In our country we say: “The poverty is mother of the crimes”, poverty deliver 
crimes. Today in Afghanistan, the poppy cultivation and terrorism is the reasons of the poverty. This is very 
easy to buy an uneducated person for your own purposes. And we have many examples of that, how our 
people become with the poppy cultivation, … from the business men to them and they make this poppy 
cultivation in the country. For this reason, they have no chance to make own things. Support for Afghanistan, 
you may hear from the news: millions of dollars. But how these millions of dollars coming where, to whom they 
go. 80% of the budget in my country go to the army, and also the other money which come trough UN, half of 
these money is eaten from UN and the other half goes to the organizations and then slowly to the people. The 
only source of work in Afghanistan for rural areas where needing people are, there are … community, For this 
maybe work is enough, but the others are not able to go to the rural areas, there everything is come in the 
town, and the money just spend in the town, and poor are getting poor and rich are getting rich, and there is 
not system to support the poor and to support the people and to give something to the people. There is a not 
job opportunity for my people. The solution we ask here, there is we should think in regional ways. Some of 
the countries, … their economies, but they are thinking about the poverty, but the other half has an 
unbalanced economy; how to balance this economy? We therefore try to have your attention to support 
Afghanistan. My request for you, people here, to support Afghanistan with education. Thank you very much.  
 


